
enterprise-wide integration 
made easy 

An integral part of your organization’s success is understanding that becoming a fully automated enterprise 
has moved from aspiration to necessity – and requires both a comprehensive automation strategy and the 
right tools. As a global hyper automation firm, we offer all the services and tools our clients need to 
outperform the competition while reaping significant ROI from their automation investments. 

Workato is a single platform for integration and workflow automation that utilizes Integration Platforms 
as a Service (iPaaS) that allows users to quickly build automations across cloud and on-premise apps. 
These automations, or “recipes” allow you to create low-code or no-code workflows in minutes. 

Using pre-built connectors for more than one thousand apps, databases, 
ERP systems and more Workato’s low-code/no-code platform allows you 
to build integrations at five times the speed of typical integration 

Easily and quickly create integrations 
with a visually intuitive experience

Effortlessly sync data at any speed - 
real-time, scheduled, or batch, and 

any volume 

Securely connect to cloud, on-prem 
databases and ERP, legacy 

applications, and more. 

Built on cloud platform that scales 
with little complexity

enterprise-wide integration made easy 

thousands of integrations available, including 

the workato 
difference 
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how is workato different 
from robotic process 
automation (rpa)?
iPaaS allows API interaction among applications 
exclusively through the back end and is a quick and 
efficient way to connect applications to complete 
workflows. The UI capabilities of RPA, on the other hand, 
interacts with software on the front end, working in 
much the same manner as humans do – only faster and 
more accurately. iPaaS with RPA is the right solution 
when user interface or complex document extraction is 
required. As a UiPath Diamond and Workato Gold 
partner, Neostella is the right choice to provide the 
services you need – regardless of project size or 
complexity. 

Recipes are the building blocks of any Workato automation and are used to automate workflows that can 
span multiple applications. A recipe is made up three components: Triggers, Actions, and Connections. 

recipes for easy automation

about
neostella

Neostella is a global automation consulting, implementation and custom development 
firm. We take a customer-centric approach with our automation services and will work 
closely with your team to identify opportunities for better efficiency, to refine your 
processes, and to create unique solutions designed to meet your business needs. With 
office locations in North America, South America, Europe and Asia, our global team 
offers ongoing 24/7 support, ensuring long-term success after you go live.

Trigger
The trigger determines when 

your automation will be 
executed. There is one Trigger 

for each recipe.

Action
Your actions determine what work 
will be performed automatically, 
and can have multiple steps and 
conditions. There may be one or 

more Actions for each recipe.

Connection
Connections are your integrated 

services involved with the 
automation. These connections 

can involve connections to external 
or internal applications.
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